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Abstract
Group-based control is an advanced traffic signal strategy capable of dynamically generating phase sequences at
intersection. Combined with the phasing scheme, vehicle actuated timing is often adopted to respond to the detected
traffic. However, the parameters of a signal controller are often predetermined in practice, and the control performance
may suffer from deterioration when dealing with highly fluctuating traffic demand. This study proposes a groupbased signal control approach capable of making decisions based on its understanding of traffic conditions at the
intersection level. In particular, the control problem is formulated using a framework of stochastic optimal control
for multi-agent system in which each signal group is modeled as an intelligent agent. The agents learn how to react
to traffic environment and make optimal timing decisions according to the perceived system states. Reinforcement
learning, enhanced by multiple-step backups, is applied as the kernel of the intelligent control algorithm, where each
agent updates its knowledge on-line based on a sequence of states during the process. In addition, the proposed
system is designated to be compatible with the prevailing signal system. A case study was carried out in a simulation
environment to compare the proposed control approach with a benchmark controller used in practice, group-based
vehicle actuated (GBVA) controller, whose parameters were off-line optimized using a genetic algorithm. Simulation
results show that the proposed adaptive group-based control system outperforms the optimized GBVA control system
mainly because of its real-time adaptive learning capacity in response to the changes of traffic demand.
Key words: Adaptive traffic signal system, stochastic optimal control, group-based phasing, reinforcement learning,
multiple-step backups.

1. Introduction
The problem of traffic congestion in urban areas can be alleviated by optimally performing advanced control
strategies at intersections. Traffic light system is an important road facility that can operate traffic flows efficiently
through two different controls: signal timing and phasing. Whereas signal timing refers to the methods of determining
durations of traffic light indications, compatible turning movements can be offered with same traffic light indications
through phasing control. Among different approaches, group-based traffic signal control is frequently used for traffic
light system in many European countries. Such a control scheme owns its advantages in allocating green times,
especially in the case that demands on different turning movements are unbalanced at an intersection (Tang and
Nakamura, 2011). Unlike stage-based control whose phase sequence is predetermined, group-based control is capable
of dynamically combining compatible turning movements into phases. Previous studies have compared the groupbased controllers with stage-based controllers and showed the potential to improve the performance of traffic system
in the aspects of traffic mobility, energy efficiency and emissions of pollutants (e.g., Jin and Ma, 2014).
The emerging methods in computer science and machine learning fields nowadays provide great opportunities
in developing more efficient traffic controls and management strategies. Especially, reinforcement learning (RL), an
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advanced machine learning approach, has attracted lots of recent research interests when coping with signal control
problems (e.g., Thorpe and Anderson, 1996; Wiering, 2000; El-Tantawy et al., 2013; Khamis and Gomaa, 2014). In
the RL framework, intelligent agents are employed to model a signal control system, and they comply trials in light of
their knowledge. The trails result in new observations from traffic system that each agent may learn and acquire new
knowledge based on the learning framework. The signal controller hence carries out a knowledge creation process in
various operational conditions and becomes smarter and smarter during the execution of control operations.
In the practice of traffic management, the cost of deploying a new signal control system is considered expensive,
especially when both signal controller and detection system are required to be replaced. Therefore, it becomes of
great importance to figure out a cost-effective solution for improving the existing signal control system. Although
group-based controllers are widely deployed in the existing infrastructure, signal timing is normally on-line generated
as a result of the control parameters set in advance. Indeed, the parameters could be either manually tuned by traffic
engineers using their experience or determined by optimization studies carried out off-line using analytical tools.
The pre-defined signal timing settings may, however, meet difficulties when handling sudden changes of live traffic
demand. Therefore, an intelligent timing strategy becomes more important in the current signal control development,
capable of adapting the control parameters with respect to live traffic conditions.
To this end, the objective of this study is to develop an intersection traffic signal control approach capable of
making intelligent timing decisions based on machine learning. Particularly, the proposed control method should fit
the context of the group-based traffic light system such that there is no need to replace the existing traffic infrastructure. The proposed signal control is enabled by a multi-agent modeling of the group-based traffic light system and
reinforcement learning based intelligent control approach. The focus of this paper is on intersection traffic control,
but the self-interested design makes the approach potentially extensible for road network control. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a literature review regarding the state of the art of traffic light
systems, especially taking advantages of machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques. The methodology of
the proposed signal control is illustrated in the following section. Section 4 elaborates the case study together with
analyses and discussion of the results obtained from simulation experiments. The last section summarizes the paper
with conclusions and future work.
2. Literature review
Vehicle actuated (VA) signal control is one of the most conventional approaches in traffic light system. But it has a
limitation in coping with the fluctuation of traffic demands within short periods. In order to address this issue, adaptive
traffic control systems were proposed by adjusting control parameters in accordance with the predicted traffic patterns.
In the 1980s, SCOOT and SCATS began pioneering the development of adaptive signal control system (Hunt et al.,
1982; Sims and Dobinson, 1980). The ideas of the two systems are rather similar, by selecting the most appropriate
signal plan from a look-up table according to the traffic being detected in real time. Along with the development of
detection technologies, a number of adaptive signal control systems have been proposed and even deployed in the
field, e.g., RHODES (Mirchandani and Head, 2001) and TUC (Boillot et al., 2006). However, most adaptive signal
control systems work with stage-based phasing rather than group-based phasing.
In the past decade, some techniques from machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) fields were applied to the development of adaptive signal control systems. For example, Srinivasan et al. (2006) presented a neural
networks based multi-agent system approach to developing distributed traffic-responsive signal control models. Signal controllers using fuzzy logic approaches have been proposed by researchers all over the world (e.g., Balaji and
Srinivasan, 2011; Jin et al., 2017). The general idea of fuzzy logic based signal controllers is to use a set of rules to
determine the control operations based on the inputs from traffic system. Reinforcement learning is another technique
that has been employed for signal control. Intelligent agents are used to model traffic light system while agents can
learn from traffic environment and react with corresponding decisions (e.g., Thorpe and Anderson, 1996; Wiering,
2000).
Among all the adaptive signal controllers using ML and AI approaches, reinforcement learning (RL) has been
considered as a promising control method for traffic light system. This is mainly because of the convenience of
formulating signal control as a sequential decision-making problem. Thorpe and Anderson (1996) firstly applied
an RL algorithm to control an isolated intersection. The simulation results showed that the adaptive signal control
outperformed a fixed time controller by reducing the average waiting time of the vehicles traversed. On the other
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hand, Wiering (2000) launched another approach for adaptive signal control using RL. In the study, the knowledge of
an agent is updated on the basis of vehicle-level performance measures during the learning process.
Since the first applications of RL in traffic signal control, the proposed framework becomes more general and
increasingly advanced. For example, Cai et al. (2009) formulated signal control problem using a Markov process
modeling framework. The simulation result showed that the RL based controller could achieve a substantial reduction
in travel delay for vehicles compared to an optimized stage-based fixed-time control. Recently, much effort has
been devoted to controlling traffic lights of large networks using RL methodologies. For instance, Bazzan et al.
(2010) introduced a supervised multi-agent signal control system for a group of signal controllers in a large network.
Abdoos et al. (2013) applied an organization-based multi-agent system (so-called holonic multi-agent system) to
reduce the complexity of the control problem for large-scale systems. Besides, El-Tantawy et al. (2013) implemented
a decentralized design for an RL-based signal control system with large-scale applications. Khamis and Gomaa
(2014) proposed a cooperative multi-agent framework for network-wide traffic signal controls using a multi-objective
reinforcement learning algorithm.
In summary, many adaptive signal control systems proposed assume the availability of individual vehicle information in their system designs (e.g., Wiering, 2000; Khamis and Gomaa, 2014). But such systems have difficulties to
deal with reality since they require vehicles sending their travel information to the controller at a high frequency. In
the current traffic system, advanced signal control is mostly implemented based on information from vehicle-actuated
detectors, such as loop detectors. While the latest studies in adaptive signal control put lots of effort on the control
strategies at the network level, the intersection control is mostly assumed fixed-time and stage-based. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, few of the adaptive traffic light systems ever proposed are suited for different phasing strategies, especially for group-based phasing. Consequently, there is a gap between the research on adaptive signal control
systems and traffic engineering practice. This paper proposes an intelligent agent-based signal control that is suited
for group-based phasing. Although the study focuses on intersection control, there is a potential to apply the approach
for a large road network due to its local design and adaptive learning properties.
3. Methodology
3.1. Traffic signal modeling
In a group-based signal control system, a fundamental unit is a signal group. A signal group is usually defined to
govern a turning movement or a collection of several turning movements. All compatible signal groups are possible
to form a phase. During the operation of group-based phasing, if a signal group in the current phase is ordered to
terminate, the system automatically searches for another signal group as the substitution. The substitute signal group
is chosen from a set of candidate signal groups. For a certain signal group in the current phase, its candidate signal
groups cannot have conflicts with the rest of the signal groups. Meanwhile, they should not have been activated in
the current cycle. If no candidate signal group exists, the ordered-to-terminate signal group has to wait until all signal
groups in current phase are ordered to terminate. During the waiting time, the ordered-to-terminate signal group
shows a green indication, but detection information for the signal group is no longer registered to determine signal
timings. This green period is named as passive green time in traffic engineering.
Signal groups can only be activated once in a cycle such that a cycle ends when all of the signal groups have
been ever activated. Conflict matrix is used to represent the conflicts among signal groups. Fig. 1 presents a typical
example to illustrate the group-based phasing technique. Fig. 1(a) shows a symbolic intersection with eight signal
groups placed. Fig. 1(b) shows the corresponding conflict matrix. The value "0" indicates that the corresponding
signal groups can be served simultaneously. Inter-green times between signal groups are assigned to gray squares. In
addition, Fig. 1(c) demonstrates the generation of group-based phases. It is assumed that signal group "SG1" has been
activated. The signal group "SG1" is able to combine with either "SG2" or "SG5". Two possible combinations are
respectively represented by phase "PH1" and phase "PH2". In practice, the decision on which signal group should be
combined with depends on the timing determined according to real-time detection information. For example, a signal
group has a higher possibility to be a candidate signal group if the associated short detectors report a smaller value of
time gap between two arriving vehicles. Therefore, both of the phase "PH2" and phase "PH4" can be the following
phase for phase "PH1", depending on which one of the signal groups in the phase "PH1" is terminated. Consequently,
multi-phase pictures can be derived by the group-based phasing with regards to traffic conditions.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the group-based phasing technique

Fig. 2. Configuration of loop-detector based system and the detection information

Apart from phasing technique, timing is another primary factor for designing a group-based signal control system.
Timing slots are directly assigned to each signal group. In practice, signal timing is often determined with the aid
of a detection system. For example, several short detectors and one long detector are served along the road for the
group-based signal control system in many European countries. Fig. 2(a) presents an example of the configuration of
the detection system. A long loop detector ("LD1") is located close to the stop line. The usage of a long detector is
to keep the corresponding signal green until all accumulated vehicles drive through the intersection. Moreover, the
outer short loop detectors ("SD1" and "SD2") are authorized to extend green to guarantee that vehicles can arrive at
the next detector before the signal is ordered to go to red. When a loop detector is occupied, the reported digital pulse
will be 1. In Fig. 2(b), t is interpreted as the duration that a loop detector is occupied at one time. The signal timing
4

Fig. 3. Multi-agent modeling framework for a group-based signal control system at an isolated intersection

algorithm determines the length of green duration based on the information from the loop detectors.
In principle, the group-based signal control can be modeled using a multi-agent framework such that every signal
group is considered as an individual agent. The timing scheme is then formulated as the result of a sequence of agent
actions. In this multi-agent decision framework, a central level of manipulation is not required whereas each agent
pursues the goals only based on its interest and knowledge. Fig. 3 briefly illustrates the interaction processes in this
framework. From a practical point of view, the interactions between traffic environment and signal group control
system occur at a discrete time interval. At each time step, all of the signal group agents perceive the states as well as
feedbacks from the traffic environment.
Each signal group agent in the model is capable of receiving information from other agents and incorporating it
into the decision-making process. Cooperation between agents is achieved by sharing partial information of the states
with their neighborhoods. Two types of signal groups can be regarded as neighborhoods:
• other signal groups that operate in the current phase;
• the candidate signal groups.
For example, in Fig. 3, signal group agent 1 receives partial states from agent 2 (the signal group in the current phase)
and agent 3 (one candidate signal group). Therefore, the final signal timing decision is made by considering a trade-off
between the agent’s preference against those of other agents. The goal of the agents is to build their knowledge based
on the received state and feedback reward in such a modeling framework.
3.2. Problem formulation
This study represents the operation process of group-based signal control using the framework of stochastic optimal control. The control problem is modeled by a generalized Markov decision process, also called belief network
in literature. The idea is illustrated by a graph model in the Fig. 4. Mathematically, the observation of a signal group
agent i is represented by a sequence of states si,t1 :t2 , and the agent is governed by a control sequence ai,t1 :t2 from time
t1 to time t2 , where si,t1 :t2 = {si,t1 , si,t1 +1 , si,t1 +2 , . . . , si,t2 } and ai,t1 :t2 = {ai,t1 , ai,t1 +1 , ai,t1 +2 , . . . , ai,t2 } for t1 ≤ t2 . si,t and ai,t
respectively denote the state variable and action variable at time t. Meanwhile, signal group agent i owns a pre-defined
finite state set Si and a pre-defined finite action set Ai . The dimensions of the state set and action set are consistent
with the corresponding state and action variables respectively.
Generally speaking, the current state of the multi-agent system is conditioned on all the past states and actions.
Suppose that the agent i starts from state si,0 . The first action taken by this agent in the initial state is defined as
ai,0 . The dynamics of the agent i at time t is represented by a transition probability function pi (si,t+1 |si,0:t , ai,0:t ). As
described before, a signal group agent obtains an immediate reward value after executing the action. Such reward
function is here defined by ri (si,0:t+1 , ai,0:t ) for signal group agent i. Hence, a traffic signal control system at an isolated
5

Fig. 4. A graphical representation of the generalized Markov decision process (t = 0, 1..., k) used for the optimal control formalism

intersection can be generally modeled by a tuple < S1 , . . . , Sn , A1 , . . . , An , p1 , . . . , pn , r1 , . . . , rn >, where n is the
number of signal group agents.
For signal operation, a sequence of actions πi = {ai,1 , ai,2 , . . . }, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, is defined to be an admissible
policy to map state to action for each signal group agent. Let Πi represents the set of all admissible policies for signal
group agent i. Assume that the initial state si,0 and initial action ai,0 are known. For a given admissible policy sequence
πi ∈ Πi , the expected value of the summation of immediate rewards can be expressed by
Qπi i (si,0 , ai,0 ) =

∞
X
E[ γt Ri,t σi,t |si,0 , ai,0 ]
t=0

=

∞ X
X

γt pi (si,t+1 |si,0:t , ai,0:t )ri (si,0:t+1 , ai,0:t )σi,t ,

(1)

t=0 si,t+1 ∈Si

where Ri,t denotes the reward variable for signal group agent i at time t; γ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the discount rate which
accounts for the level of importance for the future rewards. Discount factor approaching 1 makes the agent strive for
a long-term reward whereas a factor of 0 makes it short-sighted by favoring the newly received reward. σi,t refers to
a binary variable indicating whether the signal agent is active at the time, i.e.,



1, if signal agent i is active;
σi,t = 
(2)

0, otherwise.
Therefore, the traffic signal control problem is formulated to find an optimal control sequence that maximizes the
summation of the expected cumulative reward for all signal group agents. In general, the objective of such optimal
control problem can be further formulated as follows:
Q(s1:n,0 , a1:n,0 ) =
=

max
πi:n

max
πi:n

n
X

Qπi i (si,0 , ai,0 )

i
n X
∞ X
X
i

γt pi (si,t+1 |si,0:t , ai,0:t )ri (si,0:t+1 , ai,0:t )σi,t ,

∀si,t ∈ Si , ∀ai,t ∈ Ai ,

(3)

t=0 si,t+1 ∈Si

where Q(s1:n,0 , a1:n,0 ) denotes the maximum expected value of cumulative reward for all signal group agents; s1:n,0 =
{s1,0 , . . . , sn,0 }, a1:n,0 = {a1,0 , . . . , an,0 } and π1:n = {π1 , . . . , πn }.
According to the optimal control theory, the optimization of Equation 3 can be solved recursively using the formulation of the Bellman’s equation as follows:
X
Q(s1:n,t , a1:n,t ) = max
pi (si,t+1 |si,0:t , ai,0:t )[ri (si,0:t+1 , ai,0:t ) + γQ(s1:n,t+1 , a1:n,t+1 )]σi,t , ai,t+1 ∈ Ai ,
(4)
ai,t+1

si,t+1 ∈Si
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where s1:n,t = {s1,t , . . . , sn,t } and a1:n,t = {a1,t , . . . , an,t }. In order to solve the optimal control problem formulated by
Equation 4, it is normally required to model the transition probability function and immediate reward function.
3.3. Intelligent control
For traffic light control, model-based approaches for solving Equation 4 are normally complex and may not be
effective. This is partly due to the uncertainties in traffic signal system, especially for group-based control and vehicle
actuated timing. As mentioned in the literature review, RL is known as a well-performed method for finding an
optimal solution without completely knowing system dynamics. If we further look into the formulation of Equation 4,
the main objective can be interpreted as finding an optimal action for the active agent in a certain state. For example,
if signal group agent i is active, the optimal action can be represented by
a∗i,t = arg max Q(s1:n,t , a1:n,t ),
ai,t

ai,t ∈ Ai

(5)

where a∗i,t is the optimal action taken by the active agent i at time point t. Therefore, the optimal control problem
(Equation 3) becomes to maximize cumulative reward function with respect to the state-action pairs (si,t , ai,t ) of the
active agent i at time step t, where si,t ∈ Si ; ai,t ∈ Ai . This is consistent with the idea of RL.
Temporal Difference (TD) is one type of RL algorithms, which on-line updates a corresponding Q value after a
state is visited. SARSA (State-Action-Reward-State-Action) is a common TD learning algorithm which is shown to
converge to an optimal value if an agent keeps on visiting state-action pairs for an infinite number of times (Barto,
1998). Besides, SARSA is an on-policy learning algorithm that estimates Q values according to a specific behavior
policy.
Let us consider the following general scenario. The state of an active signal group agent i is si,t and the agent takes
action ai,t at time point t. Then the agent receives a reward value ri,t+1 and its state evolves to si,t+1 . The estimated
optimal cumulative reward corresponding to state-action pair (si,t , ai,t ) is denoted as Qi,t (si,t , ai,t ) at time t. The next
estimated cumulative reward value is updated by the current estimated cumulative reward value and the temporal
difference. The value of temporal difference with respect to state-action pair (si,t , ai,t ) is denoted as δi,t (si,t , ai,t ). The
update mechanism of Q-value for SARSA learning is shown by the following equations:
Qi,t+1 (si,t , ai,t ) =
αi,t

=

Qi,t (si,t , ai,t ) + αi,t δi,t (si,t , ai,t ),
αo
,
Ni,t (si,t , ai,t )

(6)

where αi,t ∈ [0, 1] refers to the learning rate; α0 represents the pre-defined initial learning rate and Ni,t (si,t , ai,t ) denotes
the number of state-action pair (si,t , ai,t ) that has been visited for agent i.
The learning rate in Equation 6 determines to what extent the old information is overridden by the newly acquired
information. A value of 0 would make the agent learn nothing while a factor of 1 introduces a greedy learner. Indeed,
the temporal difference refers to the difference between the current estimated Q-value and the subsequent prediction of
Q-value. SARSA owns a so-called on-policy strategy to predict the decision on next action. The value of the temporal
difference for the active agent i is estimated by:
δi,t (si,t , ai,t ) =

ri,t+1 + γQi,t (si,t+1 , ai,t+1 ) − Qi,t (si,t , ai,t ).

(7)

ai,t+1 in Equation 7 results from a policy function.
This study applies the softmax policy in the learning algorithm for an active agent. Let φ(ai |si,t+1 ) denote the
softmax policy function representing the probability of taking action ai when agent i is in state si,t+1 , i.e.,
φ(ai |si,t+1 ) = P

Ui,t (si,t+1 , ai )
,
ai ∈Ai U i,t (si,t+1 , ai )

(8)

where Ui,t (si,t+1 , ai ) refers to the utility function of a state-action pair (si,t+1 , ai ) modeled by
Ui,t (si,t+1 , ai ) = eQi,t (si,t+1 ,ai )/τ .
7

(9)

Here, τ is a scaling factor. The higher value of τ is the greater difference in selection probability for actions that differ
in the Q value.
In practice, the decision made by signal control usually has effects on several following states. For example, if
the current signal phase is ordered to extend for three steps, this will have impacts on traffic performances at least for
three following states. Temporal difference algorithm with multiple-step backups enables a signal group agent to look
backward all the way until the beginning of the defined learning horizon. TD(λ) is the multiple-step backups version
of TD algorithm. TD(λ) utilizes eligibility trace to achieve the average effects of multiple-step backups. The traces
decay gradually over time. This matches the biological strategies of brain for deciding how the recently received
stimuli should be used together with the current stimuli. The following equation presents the update process of the
cumulative reward for all the state-action pairs of the active agent i at time t + 1:
Qi,t+1 (si , ai ) = Qi,t (si , ai ) + αδi,t (si,t , ai,t )ei,t (si , ai ),

∀si ∈ Si , ∀ai ∈ Ai ,

(10)

where ei,t (si , ai ) denotes the degree of eligibility when agent i is in state si and takes action ai at time step t. It shows
that the cumulative rewards are updated by the previous cumulative rewards and temporal differences. Temporal difference is weighted by the degree of eligibility. Thus, the values of the global temporal difference trigger proportional
to all recently visited states in a defined episode. For example, suppose that an agent i takes action ai,t at time t when
it is in the state si,t . The following equation shows that all the subsequent state-action pairs contribute for updating the
cumulative reward for specific stage-action pair (si,t , ai,t ) from time point t until the end of the current episode:
Qi,T (si,t , ai,t ) = Qi,t (si,t , ai,t ) + α

T −1
X

δi,k (si,k , ai,k )ei,k (si,k , ai,k ),

∀i ∈ n, ∀si ∈ Si , ∀ai ∈ Ai ,

(11)

k=t

where T is the last time step for the episode.
Two types of eligibility trace strategies, the accumulating trace and replacing trace strategies, are applied in the
study. The values of eligibility trace are set to 0 for all the state-action pairs at the beginning of the episode. The
accumulating trace adds more credits to more recent events (recency) and also to the events which have occurred
more frequently. The value of the accumulating trace builds up once the state-action pair is visited. The replacing
trace strategy only retains the recency property but discards the frequency characteristics (Singh and Sutton, 1996).
The trace strategies for the state-action pair (si,t , ai,t ) are analytically represented by:



γλei,t−1 (si , ai ) + 1, if si = si,t and ai = ai,t ;
ei,t (si , ai ) = 
(12)

γλei,t−1 (si , ai ),
otherwise,



1,
if si = si,t and ai = ai,t ;




ei,t (si , ai ) = 
(13)
0,
if si = si,t and ai , ai,t ;




γλei,t−1 (si , ai ), if si , si,t ,
where λ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the decay rate. Agent performs pure bootstrapping (SARSA learning) when λ = 0. No bootstrapping is applied if λ = 1. Equation 12 and Equation 13 show that both trace approaches implement exponentiallydecaying memory. At each step, accumulating eligibility traces are increased by 1 for the current visiting state-action
pair but a decay of γλ is applied for the other state-action pairs. The replacing trace is, regardless of the presence of a
prior trace, set to 1 for the state-action pair currently being visited.
Fig. 5 summarizes the SARSA (λ) learning for multi-agent signal control system. At the beginning, the parameters,
α0 , γ, τ and λ are initialized by a user. The Q matrix is initialized with all entries being 0. The initial state is observed
and the first action is randomly performed. Eligibility traces are also pre-set as 0 for all the signal group agents with
any of the state-action pairs. At each learning step, all signal group agents are requested to obtain states from real
traffic system. A reward value is computed according to the actions taken by the active agents in the previous step.
Thereafter, the new action is chosen for active signal group agents based on the softmax policy for action selection.
During the action selection process, the highest selection probability is given to the greedy action with the highest Q
value.
Temporal difference is updated by Equation 11 and eligibility traces are computed by either Equation 12 or Equation 13 depending on which trace strategy is applied. Thereafter, all Q values are updated according to Equation 10. If
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α0 , γ, τ, λ = get_initial_learning_parameters();
for all sg ∈ signal_groups do
for all s ∈ S[sg] do
for all a ∈ A[sg] do
Q[sg][s][a] = 0; e[sg][s][a] = 0;
end
end
s[sg], a[sg] = get_initial_state_action();
end
for each step do
for all sg ∈ signal_groups do
is_active = get_is_active(sg) ;
if is_active then
// Take the action a[sg] and observe a new state ( s0 [sg]) from the external
environment.
s0 [sg] = get_new_state(sg, a) ;
// Compute a reward value (r[sg]) according to the system feedback.
r[sg] = get_new_reward() ;
// Get a new action (a0 [sg]) according to softmax policy.
a0 [sg] = softmax(sg, Q, s, a, τ);
// Compute the temporal difference.
δ = td(sg, r, Q, s, a, s0 , a0 , γ) ;
// Update eligibility traces for all state-action pairs.
e[sg] = eligibility_trace(sg, δ, e, S, A, γ, λ);
// Get the learning rate based on the state-action pair.
α = get_learning_rate(sg, s, a, α0 );
// Update Q values for all state-action pairs.
Q[sg] = update_Q(sg, Q, e, δ, S, A, α);
// Replace the old state-action pair with the new one.
s[sg] = s0 [sg];
a[sg] = a0 [sg];
end
is_terminated = get_is_ordered_to_terminate(sg) ;
if is_terminated then
for all s ∈ S[sg], a ∈ A[sg] do
// Reset eligbility tracecs.
e[sg][s][a] = 0;
end
end
end
end
Fig. 5. Pseudo-code of SARSA (λ) learning for the adaptive group-based signal control system

a signal group agent is ordered to terminate, the "trace-back" process will immediately stop, and all eligibility traces
are reset to 0. After checking if signal group agent is ordered to terminate, the learning process will move on to the
next step.
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3.4. Signal control system design
In the model of multi-agent signal system, the state definition is assumed to be identical for all signal group agents.
Queue length represented by vehicle counts are usually considered as traffic states at signalized intersection. However,
robust estimation of queue length is relatively difficult using detection information obtained from the loop detector
based system. Therefore, the main idea in this study to use representative sensor information to describe states. State
variables are hereby obtained directly from the detector report.
As the detection system has been already described in section 3.1, the functionality of short detector is to estimate
the level of traffic flow by means of the time gaps between the pairs of passing vehicles. This means that the time gap
between vehicle arrivals will be reduced if traffic flow increases. Meanwhile, the information of occupancy, measuring
whether vehicles are queuing before the stop line, is also sent by the long detectors. Signal controller reports the other
two additional states. They are the elapsed green time and phase status. The elapsed green time is the value of green
time after the minimum green time is passed. The value of elapsed green time is transformed from 0 to 50 seconds
to a scaled integer value from 0 to 9. On the other hand, the phase status represents whether the signal group agent
has to wait for other signal group agents. Consequently, seven selected features, including the information sent by the
agent’s neighborhoods, are included in a vector to represent the state perceived by the agent i:
si = [g, o, G, w, gc , oc , Gmax ]T ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

(14)

where g, o and G respectively represent the vehicle arrival gap, long detector occupancy and elapsed green time.
These state variables are analytically defined as follows:



1, if gl ≤ gt ;
(15)
g = 

0, otherwise.

P


1, if j o j , 0;
(16)
o = 

0, otherwise.


0, if Ge ∈ [0, 5];






1, if Ge ∈ [6, 10];






2, if Ge ∈ [11, 15];







3, if Ge ∈ [16, 20];






4, if Ge ∈ [21, 25];
(17)
G = 


5, if Ge ∈ [26, 30];







6, if Ge ∈ [31, 35];






7, if Ge ∈ [36, 40];






8, if Ge ∈ [41, 45];




9, if Ge ∈ [46, 50].
In the meantime, w is an indicator for the phase status, and w = 0 means that signal group agent has to wait for
the other signal group agents before being terminated. gc and oc represent gap and occupancy state for the candidate
signal group; Gmax describes the maximum green time among the other signal groups in the current phase; gl denotes
the lowest time gap reported by the short detectors that are associated with the same signal group agent; gt is a userdefined gap threshold. Since a signal group may govern multiple lanes, o j denotes the occupancy status on one of the
lanes with the index j. If o j = 1, it means that vehicles are driving on the long detector associated with the lane j in
the previous time step. Ge represents the elapsed green time for the signal group.
This paper applies the same action set for all signal group agents. All signal group agents are either ordered
to terminate or to extend for some green time. For extension action, the agent could choose a valid integer green
extension time. Minimum recall mode is implemented for the signal group agents such that minimum green time is
required before an agent is ordered to terminate. In addition, maximum green time is defined to limit the authorization
of green extension for signal groups. Therefore, the termination action is only valid if and only if the value of elapsed
green time is within the interval defined by [Glow , Gup ]. Glow and Gup represents the lower and upper bound of green
time respectively.
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In sum, the action can be analytically represented by assigning green extension of an integer value between 0 and
gmax seconds, i.e.,
ai = ge ∈ { g |0 ≤ g ≤ gmax and Glow ≤ Ge + g ≤ Gup ; g ∈ Z},

i = 1, . . . , n,

(18)

where ge is the green extension for the activated signal agent and ge = 0 means that the agent i is ordered to terminate; Z represents the set of integers. If action is ordered to terminate, the subsequent status of the signal group is
determined by whether the signal group agent has to wait for other signal groups that are still in green. The agent will
change to passive green if it has to wait for the others. If it is not required to wait for others, the signal group will
terminate after accounting for yellow and clearance time.
All signal group agents of an intersection are designed to have a common performance goal. Since the proposed
signal controller targets at improving traffic mobility efficiency, reward function is therefore defined as the estimated
reduction of travel delay due to the action in the previous step, i.e.,
rt = 1 −

dt
dre f

(19)

where rt is the immediate reward value for the agent taking an action at time t; dt is the average travel delay for
vehicles associated with the intersection at time t. dre f is a parameter representing the maximum travel delay so that
rt ∈ [0, 1] can be satisfied. Vehicles are counted to compute travel delay when they enter the position that has a certain
distance (e.g., L = 200 m) upstream from an intersection. And vehicles are no longer counted when they pass through
the intersection.
4. Case study
4.1. Experiment setup
In order to evaluate the proposed control approach, the adaptive traffic signal control was implemented as an independent software integrated with a microscopic traffic simulation model, SUMO. The traffic simulator was proposed
by Krajzewicz et al. (2012) and is one of the most popular microscopic traffic modeling tools for transport analysis.
SUMO provides a socket-based application interface, TraCI, for on-line information exchange during simulation. It
allows for communication between the traffic simulator and external traffic control program.
In this study, the proposed adaptive group-based signal control system is tested with an isolated intersection of
four-arms. Eight signal groups are defined for the signal control at the intersection. Fig. 6 describes the layout of the
studied intersection and the configuration of corresponding signal groups. For simplicity, right-turn directions are not
regulated by the traffic light system in the experiments.
Since traffic demand may vary in real operations, six demand scenarios are designated for the computational
experiments. They are presented in Table 1. In the table, the "Homogeneous" scenarios assume that traffic demand is
identical for all four approaches of the intersection. In the "Arterial" scenarios, eastbound and westbound directions
are assumed to be the major road so that the associated traffic flows are relatively higher compared to the northbound
and southbound directions. For the "Unbalanced" case, the associated traffic flows for eastbound and northbound
directions are obviously higher than the other two directions. For three different cases, the corresponding traffic flow
is scaled to either "medium" or "high." The "medium" level of traffic represents the normal flow condition for the
intersection whereas the "high" level of traffic describes a significant increase (30% to 50%) of traffic volumes for the
corresponding turning movements.
4.2. Learning process
Medium traffic demand, described by the "Arterial (medium)" scenarios, has been applied for training the controller. Traffic simulation has been run to approach the states under different traffic conditions. One thousand simulation runs are carried out with different random seeds. Each simulation run is performed for one hour. To avoid the
vehicle loading effects at the beginning of each simulation, the signal group agents start their learning processes only
after a simulation run has started for 15 minutes.
At the beginning of the first simulation, the Q-tables representing the knowledge base of agents are initialized to
zeros. Then the tables are updated according to the learning approach during the successive simulation runs. For the
11

Fig. 6. Layout and signal groups of the study network
Table 1
Traffic volume (vehicles/hour) for each turning movement at the study intersection

Period index

1
2
3
4
5
6

Demand scenario

Homogeneous (medium)
Arterial (high)
Homogeneous (high)
Unbalanced (high)
Arterial (medium)
Unbalanced (medium)

Eastbound

Westbound

Northbound

Southbound

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

L

T

R

150
200
200
200
150
150

800
1200
1200
1200
800
800

150
200
200
200
150
150

150
200
200
100
150
75

800
1200
1200
600
800
400

150
200
200
100
150
75

150
100
200
200
75
150

800
600
1200
1200
400
800

150
100
200
200
75
150

150
100
200
100
75
75

800
600
1200
600
400
400

150
100
200
100
75
75

L, T and R represent the turning rates of left-turn, through and right-turn movements, respectively.

RL method, both accumulating and replacing trace approaches were tested in this study. Sensitivity analysis of trace
parameters (λ) was also carried out for both eligibility trace strategies. The other model parameters applied in this
paper are also tested and are summarized in Table 2.
Fig. 7 illustrates the learning process for SARSA(λ) and results with different trace strategies and decay parameters. The learning process carries out continuously during the 1000 simulation runs, while the performance measure
in terms of average travel delay converges to a certain level. Fig. 7a demonstrates the learning process when the
replacing trace strategy is applied with λ = 0.8 and λ = 0.0, respectively. In the figure, the dot represents the average
travel delay for a simulation run. The dashed line and dash-dot line depict the convergence of the learning processes
by referring to a smoothed mean value of the average travel delays for previous 100 simulations. The figure also
shows that with the replacing trace strategy the convergence speed of λ = 0.8 is significantly faster than the case of
λ = 0.
Fig. 7b shows how the decay parameter λ affects the learning outcomes under different trace strategies. The mean
12

(a) Convergence performances for the replacing trace strategy

(b) Comparison results with different λ settings

Fig. 7. Off-line training results of the adaptive group-based signal control
Table 2
Model parameters for traffic simulation experiments

Parameter

Description

Value

Unit

γ
α
τ
λ
Glow
Gup
Y
gmax

Discount rate
Learning rate
Scale factor
Decay rate
Minimum green time
Maximum green time
Yellow time
Maximum green extension for each agent action

0.9
0.0 - 0.9
1
0.8
6
30
3
4

–
–
–
–
second
second
second
second

and standard deviation of average travel delay values are estimated using the last 100 out of 1, 000 simulation runs.
When applying replace trace, the increase of λ leads to better learning results in terms of the performance measure
(except for no bootstrapping case λ = 1.0). With accumulating trace, the SARSA (λ) learning algorithm performs not
as well as the cases with replacing trace. Although the performance measure for λ = 0.4 improves slightly over the notrace case (λ = 0), further increase of λ results in deterioration in average travel delay. Note that the algorithm applied
in the no-trace case is simply the conventional SARSA learning. In summary, signal agents may make better actions
if they consider multiple steps backward rather than updating knowledge based on the reward from the previous step.
In the further experiment, the intelligent control using replacing trace is applied for evaluation.
4.3. Evaluation
In this study, an analysis of the effects of the proposed adaptive group-based signal controller is presented with
respect to changes of traffic demand. The experiment consists of a 12-hour simulation in which the demand pattern
changes every two hours according to a sequence of period indexes (see Table 1). A group-based vehicle actuated
(GBVA) controller, optimized for average travel delay using a genetic algorithm based approach (Ma et al., 2014),
13

Fig. 8. Average travel delay within ten minutes of vehicles at the intersection

Fig. 9. Green time allocations that adapt to traffic flow variations

is also applied to compare the performance with the adaptive control. The controller applies the same group based
phasing logic as the adaptive control. As the main difference is only on the timing scheme (one is optimized, and the
other is adaptive), the comparison results directly reflect the performance gain due to the adaptive learning approach.
Fig. 8 illustrates the changes of average travel delay (aggregated every ten minutes) against the total traffic demand during the entire simulation period. The average travel delay is generally smaller for the adaptive group-based
controller compared to the optimized GBVA controller when the demands of "Homogeneous (medium)," "Arterial
(high)," "Arterial (medium)" and "Unbalanced (medium)" are applied. However, the performance of both controllers
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suffers from deterioration in the "Homogeneous (high)" scenario when traffic goes up towards saturation during 4th 6th hour. The optimized GBVA controller, although its parameters are optimized for various demand levels, is unable
to adapt to the substantial increase of traffic. The adaptive controller has worse performance during 5th hour probably
because it was trained under the normal traffic demand.
Especially, when the total traffic demand at the intersection decreases from the start of the 6th hour in Fig. 8, the
average travel delay generated by the optimized GBVA controller starts reducing around 20 minutes after the 7th hour.
On the other hand, average travel delay for the adaptive group-based controller begins to decrease 15 minutes after
the change of traffic demand. The adaptive controller shows performance superior to the optimized GBVA controller
at this point in terms of clearing up the queues that have been accumulated due to the early high demand.
To provide some insights into the online operations for both controllers, Fig. 9 demonstrates the average of green
time every ten minutes for four signal groups with the corresponding traffic flows also disclosed. These four signal
groups are associated with four through turning movements in different directions. The adaptive group-based controller performs better than the optimized GBVA controller regarding green time allocations. For example, when the
optimized GBVA controller is deployed, green times allocated for signal 4 are less than those for signal group 8 in the
"Arterial(medium)" scenario (between the 8th hour and 10th hour). However, the traffic flow associated with signal
group 4 is relatively high in the "Arterial(medium)" scenario in comparison to the demand for signal group 8. Thus,
the green time is potentially wasted by the signal group 8, whereas signal group 4 does not receive sufficient green
time allocation. Compared with the optimized GBVA controller, the adaptive group-based signal controller is capable
of generating more efficient timing plans in which the trend of green time allocation follows the change of traffic flow
closely.
In terms of sensitivity, the GBVA controller reacts, in comparison to the adaptive controller, relatively slow in
responding to the change of traffic demand. For instance, although traffic demand varies from the "Homogeneous
(medium)" scenario (from start to the 2nd hour) to the "Arterial (high)" scenario (from the 2nd to the 4th hour), the
green time allocation for the GBVA control does not change for some period (see Fig. 9). The adaptive group-based
control, nevertheless, reacts to the variation of traffic flows by changing the green time allocation within ten minutes.
Such result is reasonably in line with the corresponding principles of the controllers. The adaptive group-based control
has the advantage of detecting traffic states at the entire intersection once signal group agents update their states for
the next actions. Whereas, the GBVA controller is not aware of the change of traffic demand until queues have built
up for the corresponding turning movements.
Furthermore, additional simulations were carried out for different traffic demand scenarios to quantitatively compare the performance of the two signal controllers. To obtain statistically significant results, simulation runs with 30
different random seeds were executed. In each run, a one-hour simulation was performed under each demand scenario. Fig. 10 depicts the average delays for the optimized GBVA controller and the adaptive group-based controller
under different demands. According to the results, the adaptive group-based control leads to generally better mobility
performance than the optimized GBVA controller. In particular, the statement is substantiated by the fact that the
adaptive controller shows advantages in the most challenging case, where traffic demand patterns are unbalanced.
More than 6% reduction of average travel delay is achieved by the adaptive control approach.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposes an adaptive signal control system, in the context of a group-based phasing technique, together
with its control solution based on an enhanced RL algorithm. The proposed traffic light system targets at improving
operational efficiencies of the prevailing group-based signal control system based on the existing road infrastructure.
The major contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:
• the group-based signal system is modeled using a multi-agent approach, in which each signal group is an
intelligent agent able of perceiving states and feedbacks from the traffic environment while making timing
actions based on the perceived information;
• the operation process of group-based signal control is modeled by a generalized Markov decision process and
then analytically represented by a stochastic optimal control framework;
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Fig. 10. Average travel delay for the optimized GBVA controller and the adaptive group-based controller among different scenarios

• SARSA (λ) learning is applied as an intelligent control approach for solving the stochastic optimal control problem without explicitly modeling the complex dynamics of group-based vehicle-actuated traffic light systems.
The proposed adaptive group-based signal control is implemented in a microscopic traffic simulation environment
for both controller training and evaluation purposes. A case study was conducted for an intersection network with
four-arms. Six demand scenarios have been designed for extensive computational experiments. The study first examines the training processes of the intelligent controller using a certain demand scenario. Different trace strategies and
decay parameters are tested and compared in the experiment. The proposed control is then evaluated for operations
under various demand patterns. The evaluation results generated by an optimized GBVA controller are included for
comparison purpose. This control applies the same advanced phase generation method and vehicle-actuated detection system as the proposed adaptive control. The comparison of the two control approaches leads to the following
recommendations:
• the adaptive group-based signal control performs a quick response to change of traffic demand due to the agentbased decision making;
• green time allocations are more efficiently generated by the adaptive group-based control than the GA-optimized
control;
• the adaptive timing control generally outperforms the optimized timing control when compared their performance using replicated simulation runs with different random seeds.
To date, the current control development only focuses on group-based control, in which signal groups are modeled
as intelligent agents. Potentially, the approach can be extended for stage-based control and lane-based, or even turning movement based, control approach. Similar intelligent timing scheme can be designed and implemented for the
corresponding controls. Although the proposed adaptive signal system performs well, the design of the signal system
is mainly appropriate for training the controller in simulations. In order to achieve more efficient learning and even
learning during real operations, the perceived states and reward function for agents have to be revised with careful design. Furthermore, a function approximation approach should be introduced to enhance the knowledge representation
by Q tables. For example, one of the recent achievements is to incorporate a deep learning algorithm to approximate
Q values in an efficient and near accurate manner (Li, 2017).
While this study investigates control approaches for isolated intersection, the proposed adaptive control is indeed
decentralized. This indicates that the same control can be applied for a large scale network, and each intersection
is self-contained and self-interested. However, signal coordination for multiple intersections is an important practice
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for traffic light operations in network control. A recent study has extended the present paper by integrating the local
control scheme with a hierarchical framework in which the coordination methods can be incorporated (Jin and Ma,
2017). More computational experiments are also carried out to evaluate the control implementation in a large-scale
network, especially concerning how to improve the computational performance when handling the learning process
in a collective manner.
For engineering application, the control approach developed in this study is being implemented as an embedded
software in an industrial computing device, similar to the FITS system that the authors presented in a previous study
(Jin et al., 2017). Although the proposed signal controller has been compared with the GA-optimized group-based
controller, it should be instructive to compare it with other advanced adaptive traffic light systems, such as FITS.
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